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Art of war hero shards

Please note ArtOfWarLegions.net is an unofficial fansite without affiliation to Fastone Games HK Art of War: Legions Hero Guide of ArtofWarLegions.net The game itself has many heroes that you can unlock from which everyone has different abilities that you can use during a battle. All
heroes have unique abilities and you are only allowed to use one hero at a time in battle. If you have multiple heroes unlocked, be sure to read their skill details and select the one that best suits your battle formation. You can upgrade your hero to raise the overall level by increasing the skill
set. Legendary heroes are the best heroes in the game because of their legendary abilities, however, they are hard to come by and costly if you want to spend real money to progress. Rare Heroes Hohenheim – Alchemist Planck – Dante Engineer – Green Minstrel – Diana Life Tree –
Jungle Hunter Epic Heroes Kelvins – Frost Baron Illum – Elemental Sorcerer Moshe – Archon Edward – Black Beard Kriss – Santa Giant Ainz – Winter Lord Robin Hood – Prince of Thieves Minotaur – Bull Demon King Cassandra – Tarot Master Miller – Bloody Werewolf Genichiro –
Sakura Blade Legendary Heroes Drake – Admiral of New Route Ivan – Thunder King Harrison – Clockman Apollo – Shining Aureole Chione – Queen of Frozen Land Poseidon – Ocean King Azrael – Grim Reaper Selene – Moon Goddess Wukong – The Monkey King Davison – Dragon
Emissary Zeus – King of the Dracula Gods – Vampyre Earl Nezha – Burning Spear Mephisto – Lord of Hate Horus – Horus the Old Arthur – The King of Camelot Beowulf – Fearless King Leveling Your Hero When you first get a hero will be level 1, the more levels your hero will be and the
more skills you'll unlock in the result becoming much stronger. It is very important to level up your hero, to upgrade a hero, you need to get hero fragments. The number of shards required will increase with each level, for a Level 1 Hero you will need 1 fragment. Then, to level your hero to
level 2 you will need 2 fragments. This increases with each level in a linear pattern. Which hero should I choose? Many players would recommend you choose a legendary hero and stay with him, slowly improving your choice to the highest level over time before switching to an alternate
hero. Different heroes require different strategies, so take some time to read and test different formations that will benefit you in battle. Analyze each hero and choose the one that best suits your game. Hohenheim the alchemistThe hero is an exception, Hohenheim is essential in coin
farming and building his army efficiently. Many players will use this hero in the campaign to cultivate and then use their legendary for the arena. reason is that Hohenheim increases the amount of coins you receive per battle depends on your level. As you level, remember that the ability is
only active when he's alive, so keep him well protected. How do I get Hero Snippets? Hero events are the most efficient way to get hero fragments, including wheel of fortune and card shuffle events. If you're a free player, we recommend that you first get the legendary hero you want and
continue to improve it to level 15 before investing in a different hero. Save your gems until the hero you need is in the event! I, if you want to play fragments, go to the character for which you want the fragments, go star in its character menu and select the source of debris, show where you
can get them, all of them normally have 4 or more places unless they are SSR classified, I'm not sure I'm still leveling up and the need to win them first Hope this helped The content here is created by an Art of War: Legion player and may not reflect the developer's opinion. You can collect
coins and gems as follows: Collect inactive rewards regularly. The Treasure Chest contains only up to six hours of inactive rewards, so remember to collect the reward before you go to bed and when you wake up. Use Hohenheim as your hero to pass levels and earn more coins. You should
be able to reach level 5,000 with Hohenheim and a good formation. If you repeatedly don't pass a level before level 5,000, ask for help perfecting your training. Do not take the shortcut to use a better hero.Complete all daily missions:Do not use all your vouchers. Sometimes you'll have a
quest like getting 3 legendary troops, and you may not have enough coins to get legendary troops through lucky draws. Having replacement vouchers can help in difficult situations. Don't combine troops you don't intend to use. Once again, sometimes you'll have a mission like upgrading 7
troops, so keep your options open. If you have a daily quest as you use an epic hero 30 times, use the hero in head hunting missions. You need to win the game and have the hero survive in the end to make it count. Don't miss your chance at arena matches. Claim daily quest rewards.
Don't wait until the last minute because you can forget it. Unless you plan to make in-app purchases, you should save gems to get heroes. For new players, the Wheel of Fortune is the best way to get heroes. With the Wheel of Fortune, a player can get a Hero Shard for an average cost of
2,100 gems. The wheel also allows the player to get useful rare/epic hero and troops. The second best way to get a legendary hero is to play Card Master, where the average cost is 2,700 gems per fragment. No gems to open Hero Chests. Do not use gems to open super card packs. Use

only vouchers for those. Do not use gems to buy troops. Don't use gems in the fusion temple until you have a high-level legendary hero. The following troops are troops frequently used by the best players: Archers, Soldiers CatapultsUndead, Magic Learners, Magic, Ice Wizards, Harbingers
of Fire, Ghost Assassins, PaladinsPeltasts, BrawlersMeteor Golems, Frost Archers, Demons, Holy SwordsmenSee troop levels and basic forms Common/Rare Troops are the backbone of the strongest formation, and the best way to obtain them is through the purchase of troops ×30. On
the home screen, tap the cowboy icon on the right side. There you can buy 30 packs of common/rare troops for 240k gems (216k if you have ᴠɪᴘ), which is the best deal. Once you have at least 7 maximum level troops for each of Undead Solider, Catapults, Magic Apprentice, and Undead
Soldier, you can start loading into epic and legendary troops. The most economical method to get epic/legendary troops is through 4-star troop card purchases. The easiest way to get epic/legendary troops is through the Fusion Temple. However, it can be very expensive. Players are
advised to save gems for legendary heroes first. In general, 9-load troops are preferred over single-load troops due to higher combined attack points and health. See understanding troop statistics. Save them; you'll need the troops when you do The Fusion Temple after having a high-level
legendary hero. Do not send unused troops to the trash can; barracks capacity increases with leveling, and it is difficult to fill the barracks. If you're a free player, it's recommended that you get Davison or Poseidon through hero events. For questions about heroes, read the Hero Guide.
Many players use Ivan because Ivan is an affordable hero. While premium heroes like a top-level Zeus or Selene can cost $1,000, a player can get a maximum tier Ivan for about $250.For the merger of common, rare and epic troops, the recommended combination is 887 (two tier 8 troops
and one level 7 troops), 443, or 221.For the merger of legendary troops, the recommendation is to merge two legendary troops. Check the troop list. Fuse the D-level troops first. What the troops you get is completely random. Pass the first 1,000 levels as fast as possible. After passing level
1,000, start seeing ads to slow down your progress and avoid hitting a block. Read the leveling for more tips. If you're asking the question, you know half the answer. Don't intentionally exploit mistakes to give yourself an advantage. The developer will review players, both manually and
through AI, regardless of their position in the arena. If you cheat and get caught, you'll be sent to the cheating arena and you'll have to compete against people who are better hackers than you. Don't listen to people who give cheating advice. of them are already in the cheating arena and are
only recruiting new victims. Edit Share comments If you don't play any attacks during your turn, get an extra energy shift. This ancient manuscript contains wisdom from a bygone era. The Art of War is a Common Relic that provides additional Energy turn if you don't play any attack cards on
your current turn. Strategy[edit | editing source] This relic benefits during turns where you need to use all Energy to completely block in order to deny a lot of damage. This relic is also useful during Turn 1 in characters such as The Defect and the Silent, as a good number of decks for the
aforementioned characters include a turn 1 where only powers or abilities are played. Synergy[edit | editing source] Pocketwatch: In turns where Pocketwatch is activated, there is a good chance that there has been no attack. This allows you to benefit more from the additional power next
shift as you will have more cards to work with due to Pocketwatch. Snecko's Eye: In turns where Art of War is activated, additional energy will allow you to play more cards if Snecko Eye randomizes cards at mostly high costs. Letter Opener: Allows you to deal damage without playing an
attack. The Bomb: The Bomb is a damage-dealing ability, which means you can deal damage without losing art of war's benefit. Pressure Points does damage without being an attack. All Attack Cards: Prevents Art of War from being activated. Double Tap: Playing this ability would be a
waste of energy unless you've played an attack, which would prevent Art of War from activating. Ornamental Fan, Nunchaku, Kunai, Shuriken: These relics depend on attack clashes directly with Art of War. Trivia[edit | source of editing] The relic refers to the Art of War, an ancient
manuscript on military tactics written by Sun Tzu. Update history[edit | source] Weekly Patch 3: Balance Art of War should now display the correct power icon. Relics • Observed.
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